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The energization of heavy ionospheric ions by electrostatic hydrogen cyclotron (EHC) waves is
examined. In particular. the problem of preferential perpendicular acceleration of heavy ions
above 5000 km along auroral field lines is examined critically. Observations have indicated that
above this altitude the occurrences of ion beams and EHC waves are highly correlated and that
the occurrence rates are high. The EHC waves are found to be coherent. The energization process
is examined in the light of interactions of a single coherent wave with the ions. The interactions
can be stochastic or nonstochastic. depending on the parameters of the wave and of the
background H + ions supporting the wave. With electric field wave amplitudes of a few tens of
m V1m. it is shown that the interaction can give perpendicular energies of the order of keV for 0 +
ions. He+ ions are shown to gain perpendicular energies smaller than 0 + ions. It is indicated that
upward flowing H + ions cannot gain any appreciable amount of perpendicular energy. For a given
electric field wave amplitude Eo. the extent of energization critically depends on the average
perpendicular energy (temperature) W.lB of the background H + ion plasma. Examples are worked
out for values of W.lB ranging from 1 to 200 eV. The resulting energizations and pitch angles for
0+ and He+ ions are compared with observations from satellites. The heating times for the ions
are found to be of the order of 2 s at an altitude of 5000 km.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there have been numerous observations
indicating the presence of energetic ions of ionospheric
origin in various parts of the magnetosphere. These
energetic ions have been observed at all altitudes. Whalen
et ai. [1978] observed energetic ions with energy W ~ 100
eV and pitch angle distributions peaking at 90° at an
altitude as low as 500 km. At higher altitudes ("'3500
km), K lumpar [1979] and Ungstrup et al. [1979] reported
the occurrence of transversely accelerated ion events, as
. observed from the ISIS 1 and 2 satellites. Observations
at still higher altitudes ("'1 R E ) from the 83-3 satellite
indicated the presence of ionospheric ions at energies of
the order of keY and with pitch angle distributions either
field-aligned or peaking at angles somewhat larger than
90°. This latter pitch angle distribution is indicative of a
transverse acceleration mechanism for the ions. Observations from ATS 6 have indicated H+ temperatures ranging from a few eV to several tens of electron volts [Horwitz and Chappell, 1979; Comfort and Horwitz, 1981;
Singh et ai., 1982a]. Results from the low-energy ion
experiments on the ISEE 1 satellite showed ion temperatures of several tens of electron volts in the plasma
t~ough, and the ions were found to have a wide range of
pItch angle distributions, from field-aligned and conics to
pancake [Baugher et ai., 1980; Horwitz et ai., 1981].
Energetic ions of ionospheric origin have also been suggested to occur in the distant magnetotail. Frank et ai.
[1977] reported observations of H+ and 0+ ions drifting
aWay from the earth along geomagnetic field lines with
nearly equa\ spee4s of 220 km/s at a distance of 35 R E .
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Hardy et ai. [1977] reported similar observations near the
lunar orbit.
The above discussion on the observations of energetic
ionospheric ions in various regions of the magnetosphere
leads to the basic question regarding the possible
mechanisms by which the cold ionospheric ions with
energies E < 1 eV are energized. We note that most of the
observations discussed earlier pertain to invariant
latitudes A> 60°, for which the geomagnetic field lines fall
in the auroral or polar cap regions. An outflow of plasma
from these regions occurs via the polar wind [Banks and
Holzer, 1969]. However, the classical picture of a polar
wind flow is a field-aligned plasma flow with drift
velocities of typically 10 km/s ("'1 eV) for H+ ions. An in
depth understanding of the observations on the energetic
ions requires investigations of the modification of the
polar wind due to various plasma processes occurring in
the polar cap and auroral region.
The recent observations from the S3-3 satellite on particles, parallel and perpendicular dc electric fields, and
waves have added greatly to the understanding of the
energization of ionospheric ions. One of the most interesting observations has been the finding that ion beams
and electrostatic hydrogen cyclotron (EHe) waves are
highly correlated and that they show an abrupt increase
in their occurrence rate at an altitude of about 5000 km
[Kintner et al., 1979; Gorney et al., 1981]. A statistical
survey of upward flowing ion (UFI) events occurring between 6000 and 8000 km has shown that the average
energy of 0+ ions has a strong correlation with that of the
H+ ions [Collin et al., 1981]. In a recent study by Lundin
et al. [1982] this correlation has been found to exist for
UFI events occurring at altitudes extending up to several
earth radii. Moreover, a similar correlation between the
average energies of He+ and H+ ions was also found, but
He+ ions were found to be less energetic than 0+ ions
[Lundin et al., 1982].
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A statistical survey of the pitch angle distributions of
H+ and 0+ ions in UFI events has shown that the beam
width of 0+ ions is larger than that of H+ ions [Collin et
al., 1981]. Shelley [1979] demonstrated that in UFI
events the beam width for 0+ ions increases with increasing ion energy, while the opposite occurs for H+ ions.
The combined observations on the correlation between
the energies of 0+ and H+ ions and on the anticorrelation
between their pitch angle distributions suggest that in
UFI events both ion species undergo a parallel acceleration by field-aligned potential drops. However, the additional energization of the heavy ions is caused by a massdependent preferential acceleration acting primarily in
the transverse direction. The observation of a strong correlation between EHC waves and H+ ion beams [Kintner
et al., 1979] suggests that the additional transverse acceleration of heavy ions is caused by the interaction of these
ions with the EHC waves. Papadopoulos et al. [1980] and
Singh et al. [1981, 1982b] have shown that such an interaction can be very effective in the energization of the ions,
depending on their mass. The purpose of the present
paper is to examine critically the energetics of UFI
events in view of the theory of the interaction of a single
coherent EHC wave with 0+, He+, and H+ ions.
Assuming that the EHC waves are excited by an interaction between an H + ion beam and a background H + ion
plasma, we have calculated the wave potential amplitudes by assuming some reasonable values for the wave
electric-field amplitudes, which are available from S3-3
satellite measurements [Kintner et al., 1979; Kintner,
1980; Temerin et al., 1981]. Using these wave potential
amplitudes in the theory describing the interaction of
coherent waves with charge particles [Fukuyama et al.,
1977; Karney, 1978; Smith and Kaufman, 1978], we show
that the resulting energies and pitch angles of the ions
closely correspond to those observed. An appreciable
mass-dependent transverse acceleration of the ions is
shown to occur even for very small wave amplitudes, corresponding to wave electric fields ~ 20 mV/m.
A brief outline of the paper is as follows. The theory of
the interaction between charge particles and a coherent
wave is reviewed in section 2. The important features of
UFI events that have emerged from observations are
pointed out in section 3. Sections 4,5, and 6 deal with the
energization of 0+, He+, and H+ ions, respectively. The
energization of ions by EHC waves occurring at the
higher harmonics of the hydrogen cyclotron frequency is
considered in section 7. A discussion on the transverse
energization of ions obtained from theory and its
relevance to UFI events is given in section 8.
2.

INTERACTION OF CHARGE PARTICLES
WITH A COHERENT W AVE

A coherent wave propagating at an arbitrary angle
. with respect to an ambient magnetic field Bo is given by
~ = ~ 0 cos(k 1

X + k II Z - w t + tp)

(1)

where ~ is the electrostatic potential of the wave, ~o is the
wave amplitude, tp is the phase constant, w is the wave
frequency, k 1 and k II are the perpendicular and parallel

wave vector components, and X and Z are spatial COOrdinates, with Z along the magnetic field.
The acceleration of charge particles in a plasma by SUch
a wave was proposed by Stix [1965], and this mechanislIl
was applied to explain the observation of energetic electrons in space plasmas as early as 1965 by Fredericks et
al. [1965]. These authors demonstrated that the average
gain in perpendicular energy per cyclotron period of a
'favored' charged particle is given by
!l W 1 ~ 2nvq ~o sin tp J v (k lr)

(2)

where v is an integer satisfying the cyclotron resonance
condition
v = ±

1, ± 2 (integer)

(3)

J v is the Bessel function of order v, r is the Larmor radiua
of the particle, Q is its cyclotron frequency, q is ita
charge, and VII is its parallel velocity. The 'favored' particle is determined by the phase factor tp.
Since an increment in perpendicular energy implies an
increase in the perpendicular velocity V 1 and hence the
Larmor radius r, (2) shows that the energization of the
particle is limited by the zeros of the Bessel function,
(4)

For particles with initial energies such that initial values
of ~ = ~i ~ ~1 v' where ~1 v is the first zero of the Bessel
function J v , the heating l~ads .to a final value of the Larmor radius rf given by

Later, we show that even this limiting energization CO~
responding to rf can be significant, especially for heavy
ions like 0+.
A similar picture of the acceleration of charge particm.
by coherent waves was presented by Lysak et al. [1980
They suggested that by adding many more waves to
system, the barriers created by the zeros of the Bes
functions can be avoided. They derived a heating
given by

where M is the particle's mass. It is worth noting that
can be derived from (2) by dividing (2) by the cvclotl~1i
period T c = 2n/Q and by replacing J v with its aClVlmntoliilal
expression.
However, we note that it is possible to
charge particles beyond the zeros of the Bessel fnllCtllOlll
by a single wave of large enough amplitude. The
idea behind this acceleration process is the overlapping
several resonances. Under such a situation charge
ticles moving under the influence of a wave are
by several resonances, and thus, they can move over
larger volume in phase space than when they are
by only one resonance. An example where the ()VIp.daD1!JPII
of resonances can be easily conceptualized is nrr,vUleu
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the cyclotron resonances in (3), as discussed by Smith and
Kaufman [1975, 1978]. The separation between the
parallel velocities of these resonances is given by
(7)

We now estimate the width of the resonances, which
depends upon the wave amplitude. Using the expansion,
-

00

exp [k 1r sin 9] = L J n(k 1r) exp(in9),
n = 00

(8)

the wave potential in (1) evaluated at the cyclotron orbit
X = r sin Qt can be written as
- 00

t = L to I n(k 1r) cos(itkll V" + inQt n=

iwt + ikll Zo)

(9)

00

where we have substituted Z = Vllt + Zo' Zo being the initiallocation of the charge particle.
Using the analogy of the motion of a charge particle in
a longitudinal wave in the absence of a magnetic field, we
see that the resonance half-width is given by
(10)
When to is large enough so that dVIl ~ ~ VIIS' the
resonances overlap. Thus, using (7) and (10), the threshold
amplitude for overlapping is found to be [Smith and Kaufman, 1975, 1978]
(11)

where a contains the amplitude,
(12)

Thus, starting with a small VII' a particle can be accele~ated to a large value of V II' corresponding to the comhmed width of the overlapping resonances, as long as (11)
is satisfied.
However, in the wave frame the total energy of the particle remains constant, giving
.2M[(VII -w /kll)2+ V12]

2

+ q to cos(k 1 X + k liZ -

(13)

wt)

= const

Under the conditions that the kinetic energy gain--.!

M(AV I 2 + ~V12) >>qto and the phase velocity wlk ll

>5

v", from (1 3) we see that the change in parallel velocity
AV" is related to that in the perpendicular velocity ~ V1
aCcording t o
~ VII

= VII -

,vIIi = 1I2(kll/w) [(V1i

+ ~ V 1 )2 -

V1i]

(14)

~here V II i and V 1i are the initial velocity components. As
h~ Particle is accelerated in the parallel direction, it also
galIls perpendicular velocity, which leads to an increase in

the Larmor radius. Therefore, eventually (11) is no longer
satisfied and the acceleration may stop.
Fukuyama et al. [1977] pointed out that when k1» kll'
the threshold criterion in (11) is too restrictive. They
derived a threshold criterion given by

where v is an integer close to wlQ. The argument ~p, v is
determined by the maximum of 1J v I. Note that ~ = k 1 r.
Since the maxima of 1 J v 1 are separated by the zeros of
J II , we call the range of ~ between the zeros as cells,
numbered by p. Depending on the amplitude to (or a), the
threshold criterion (15) can be satisfied over several cells.
The upper boundary of the largest cell number satisfying
(15) determines the maximum acceleration.
In order to understand the basic difference between the
threshold criterions (11) and (15), it is important to
understand the modifications in the cyclotron motion due
to the wave in (1). Timofeev [1974] demonstrated that
under the influence of the wave the rotation frequencies
of the particle in the laboratory frame span from the
cyclotron frequency Q to the wave frequency w. This
nonlinear change in the rotation frequency is crucial to
the acceleration mechariism in (15). Such a change in the
cyclotron frequency was not considered in the derivation
of (11) by Smith and Kaufman [1975, 1978]. When the
rotation of the particle has frequencies which can also
resonate with the cylindrical harmonics in (9) in addition
to w ~ vQ near the zeros of Jv(k 1r), the barriers created by
the zeros of the Bessel functions are removed, and particle acceleration in the perpendicular direction is possible
as long as (15) is valid.
Karney and Bers [1977] and Karney [1978, 1979] have
studied the problem of the acceleration of ions by a
coherent lower hybrid wave for which w » Q and kll «
k 1. They showed that it is not important for the ratio w/Q
to be close to an integer for the acceleration to occur.
They demonstrated that when w/Q is far from an integer,
the important resonances are of the type (w/(3) ~ PIS,
where P and S are integers and (3 is the effective rotation
frequency due to the nonlinear changes in the cyclotron
motion. Several secondary resonances of this type can
occur, and when there are enough of them, particles can
be accelerated. The threshold criterion for this to happen
is similar to (15), except that Karney [1978] estimated dth
~ 114. Our numerical calculations [Singh et al., 1981,
1982b] are in good agreement with this threshold value.
Karney pointed out that the threshold conditions (11)
and (15) are complementary, and for arbitrary values of
the ratio (k 1 /k l ) the threshold criterion can be written as
• C
a> Mm
[~I J v (~p,
1-1, -1 -k12 1J
11)

4v

1

16 kll 2

II

(~p,

v)1 - 1]

(16)

Thus, when kllr > VVR;r (11) is valid, otherwise (15)
should be used.
We remark that when particles are influenced by
several overlapping resonances, their motions become a
random walk in phase space. Therefore, the above acceleration mechanism is called stochastic even though the
wave involved in the acceleration is a coherent
monochromatic wave.
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Besides the threshold criterion on the wave amplitude
given by (15), a charge particle can get accelerated only
when its initial velocity V.1 > wi k.1' the perpendicular
phase velocity of the wave [Karney, 1978]. However,
owing to the finite wave amplitude, the limit on V.1 is
lowered by the trapping width of the wave. Thus, in order
to undergo acceleration, particles must have their initial
perpendicular velocity given by [Karney, 1978]
V.1 ~ V.1o =~ (1- Valv)
k.1

(17)

We note that as the particles are accelerated, their Larmor radius increases, and hence a increases, causing J v to
decrease. Thus, the threshold criterion is satisfied up to a
limited value V.1max, which depends on the wave
parameters. The region V.1o < V.1 < V.Lmax will be called
the stochastic region in this paper.
The observations from the S3-3 satellite indicate the
occurrences of strong coherent electrostatic hydrogen
cyclotron (EHe) waves at altitudes above 5000 km in the
auroral region [Kintner et al., 1978, 1979; Temerin et al.,
1981]. These waves propagate in a nearly perpendicular
direction (k II << k .1). Thus, the acceleration of ionospheric
ions by such a wave will be determined by the threshold
criterion (15). Papadopoulos et al. [1980] applied the
theory of Karney [1978] to predict a large acceleration of
ionospheric ions, such as 0+ and He+, by EHe waves. For
a sufficiently large wave amplitude, a can be large. Thus,
by replacing the Bessel function in (15) with its asymptotic expression and by using 6t h = 1/4, the maximum
energy after acceleration, Emax = 112 M(i) V2 max , can be
expressed as

(18)

where M H , T H , and rH are the mass, temperature, and
Larmor radius of the hydrogen ions supporting the EHe
wave, M(i) and q are the mass and charge of the ion being
accelerated, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The Larmor radius is rH = +(kBTHIMH)1I2/QH, where QH is the
gyrofrequency of hydrogen ions. The normalized wave
amplitude is represented by $0($0 = e~JkBTH)'
It is important to point out that in deriving (18), v is
replaced by M(i)IM H , giving the mass dependence in (18).
It is worth mentioning that (18) is an excellent approximation for predicting the heating of heavy ionospheric
ions, such as 0+ and 0++. On the other hand, it
underestimates the heating of light ions when cyclotron
resonance effects are present. In the absence of cyclotron
resonances, (18) is valid even for light ions [Singh et al.,
1981,1982b].
3. OBSERVATIONS OF UFI EVENTS AND STOCHASTIC
ACCELERATION
Observations from the S3-3 satellite have shown that
the energetic ions with energies of the order of keV flowing upward along the auroral field lines are an important
feature of the auroral plasma above about 5000 km. As
far as the composition of these upward flowing ions is

concerned, the ions are predominantly H+ and 0+
However, He+ ions are also observed [Lundin et al.
1982]. The pitch angle distributions of the ions ranaeci
from being field-aligned (ion beams) to conics, in which
case the flux peaks at an angle to the geomagnetic field.
Some important features of the beams and conics are II
follows:
1. A statistical survey [Gorney et al., 1981] indicated
that the occurrence rate of energetic ion beaJna
increases abruptly at about 4000 km and then continues
to increase above this altitude.
2. A similar observation was made by Kinter et al.
[1979] regarding EHe waves, which show a strong correlation with ion beams. It is likely that the ion beams are
formed by field-aligned potential drops and the EHe
waves are excited by the H+ ion beams. Surveys have
indicated that the ion beam energy and EHe wave
amplitude correlate strongly (P. M. Kintner, private communications, 1982).
3. Gorney et al. [1981] showed that during disturbed
times (Kp ~ 3) the occurrence rate of ion conics shows a
systematic increase with altitude ~bove 4000 Ian,
especially in the dusk sector where the ion beam 0ccurrence rate also peaks. Thus, it appears that dllriDa
disturbed times the generation of conics is facilitated by
the transverse acceleration of the ions by EHe waves
generated by H+ ion beams.
4. Collin et al. [1981] have carried out a statistical
survey correlating the average energies of 0+ and H+ioDi
and their beam widths for UFI events between altitudes
of 6000 and 8000 km. They showed a systematic variation
of the average energy of 0+ ions with that of the H+ ions,
it was found that on the average 0+ ions were more
energetic than the H + ions and typically W(O+) ~ 1.7
W(H+), where W denotes average ion energy. We note
that a similar observation has been made by Lundin et al.
[1982] regarding UFI events occurring at altitudes much
greater than 8000 km.
5. Collin et al. [1981] have made another interesting
observation; the media~ width of the H+ ion pitch angle
distribution was found to be smaller than that of the Off
ions. These widths were found to be about 10° for H+ iODl
and 24° for 0+ ions, suggesting that 0+ ions undergo.
preferential perpendicular acceleration in addition to the
parallel acceleration by the field-aligned potential drop,
which accelerates all equally charged ions by the saIDI
amount.
6. Preferential mass dependent perpendicular acce1eration of heavy ions is also suggested by the observations from the Prognoz 7 satellite at altitudes beyond
8000 km, as discussed by Lundin et al. [1982]. These
authors found that in any UFI event He+ ions were more
energetic than H+ ions, but less energetic than 0+ ions.
Figure 1 shows schematically the acceleration pro'
cesses affecting the light and heavy ions. It is suggested
that all types of ions undergo a parallel acceleratiOD,
while only the heavy ions undergo an appreciable perpeD"
dicular acceleration. The above points from (1) to (6)
relating to the observations strongly suggest that ERe
waves playa strong role in the preferential perpendiculaJ'
acceleration of the heavy ionospheric ions observed a
altitudes greater than about 5000 km. Theoretical wor~
have shown the possibility of such an accelerati
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram showing the parallel acceleration of ionospheric ions followed by a transverse acceleration of heavy ions by EHe waves excited by the H + ion beam.

[Papadopoulos et ai., 1980; S ingh et ai. , 1981 , 1982b]. We
noW attempt to examine whether or not the theory of the
acceleration detailed in section 2 can explain some of the
observed features of the preferential perpendicular acceleration of heavy ions, such as 0+ and He+.
Our discussion in section 2 showed that in order to
estimate t he degree of energization we must know the
wave parameters and the Larmor radius of the H+ ion
supporting the wave. The important wave parameters are
the wave number k and the amplitude +0' However, only
electric field fluctuations were measured on the 83-3
satellite, which indicated that the electric field
amplitudes Eo for EHC waves can be larger than 50
mV/m. In order to estimate +0 from Eo, the wave number
is required. However, there are no direct measurements of
the wavelengths k= 2n/k. Temenn et ai. [1981] estimated
that EHC waves with wavelengths as large as 5 km are
possible. Because of the lack of sufficient information on
a particular UFI event, we will present some examples of
the energization of 0+ and He+ ions by using parameters
suitable to the auroral plasma, as indicated by several
observa tions.
Owing t o the lack of observations on A, the best way to
estimate it is on theoretical grounds. Theoretical work on
the excitation of ion cyclotron waves by ion beams indicates that such waves are excited by an ion-ion instability
[Perk ins , 1976], in which the cyclotron mode of the
background ions interacts with the resonant-Landau
mode of the ion beam to cause growing waves. The
parallel wave number and wavelength are given by

QH(= 2nfH) is the cyclotron frequency of H+ ions. The
perpendicular wave number and wavelength are

(20)

where rB is the Larmor radius of the background H+ ions
that have an average perpendicular energy W lB. An
important parameter, which can play an important role in
the acceleration of He+ ions, is the ratio of perpendicular
to parallel wave numbers [Singh et ai., 1982b],
(21)

Let us assume, for example, that Wo = 1 keY. At an
altitude of about 5000 km, fH = 140Hz . Table 1 shows A.l
and the ratio k.l/k" when the background H+ energy W lB
is varied over a plausible range from 1 eV to 200 eV. In
the same table we have given the wave potential
amplitude <t> 0 for three values of the perpendicular electric
field amplitude Eo = 20,50, and 100 mV/m. Note that for
these electric field amplitudes the normalized wave potential amplitude e+o/WlB ~ 1. The values of the ratio k.l/k"
indicate the strong effect of cyclotron resonances on the
acceleration of relatively light ions such as He+ [Singh et
al., 1982b].
In the next two sections we present results on the expected energization of 0+ and He+ ions using the
theoretical formulas of section 2 and the wave parameters
of Table 1.
4.

(19)

ENERGIZATIONOFO+ IONS

The parameters which determine the energy gain of the
where Vo is the beam velocity, Wo is the beam energy, and _ 0+ ions are given by

TABLE 1. Wave Parameters for Several Values of the Background ion Energy

WlB. eV

---

200
150
100
50
20
10
1

A.l, m
1000
875
715
500
300
220
70

k.l/k n
2.2
2.6
3
4.5
7
10
32

20mV/m
3.2
2.8
2.3
1.6
0.95
0.7
0.22

4>0' V
50mV/m
8
7
5.75
4
2.4
1.75
0.5

100mV/m
16
14
11.5
8
4.8
3.5
1
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TABLE 2. Energization of 0 + Ions by EHC Waves for the Parameters in Table 1
When Eo = 100 mV1m is Chosen
a

W.LB' eV

0.08
0.093
0.12
0.16
0.24
0.35
1

200
150
100
50
20
10
1

1.28
1.5
1.92
2.6
3.8
5.6
16

opO(Wo

2

1.5
0.988
0.48
0.16
0.088
0.007

5

3.6
2.7
1.8
0.9
0.36
0.18
0.018

---

=1 keV)

114 117

4

2.5
1.6
1.2
0.85
0.345

122
128
132
137
150

TABLE 3. Same as Table 2, but with E o = 50 m V1m
a

4>0

200
150
100

0.04
0.045
0.06

50
20
10

0.08
0.12
0.17
0.5

1

Nons tochas tic
0.64
0.75
0.96
Stochastic
1.3
1.9
2.8
8

W 1max' keY

0p(Wo = 1 keV)

2.2-3.6
1.7-2.7
1.1-1.8

118
121
121

1.32
0.64
0.42
0.154

131
141
147
160

TABLE 4. Same as Tables 2 and 3 but with Eo = 20 m V1m
W.LB

4>0

200
150
100
50
20

0.016
0.019
0.023
0.032
0.0475

10
1

0.07
0.2

a

Nonstochastic
0.26
0.3
0.36
0.51
0.76
Stochastic
1.12
3.52

(22)
v = w/Q(O+) = 19

where Kl. = kl.rH and <l>o = +o/WlB.
As discussed earlier in section (2), when the threshold
condition d > 114 is satisfied, the ion motion becomes
stochastic, and depending on <l>o' appreciable acceleration
is possible. The minimum value of <l> 0 required to cause
stochasticity is determined by the requirement that d >
114 in at least the first cell of J v (~). This amplitude is
given by
(23)

For wave amplitudes smaller than the above value, the
heating may still occur, but it will be limited to the first
zero of J v (C) according to (5). In the following subsections
we discuss various aspects of the heating of 0+ ions.
4.1 Energetics
Using (22) and the wave parameters in Table 1 we have
determined the maximum possible energy gain W l.max for
electric field wave amplitudes Eo = 100, 50, and 20 mV/m.
We note that these values of Eo are within the range of

W.lmax,keV

0p(Wo = 1 keV)

2.2 -3.6
1.7 -2.7
1.1 -1.8
0.5 -0.91
0.22-0.36

118
121
127
137
149

0.265
0.05

153
167

observed magnitudes [Kintner et al., 1979; Temerin etal..
1981]. The results of our calculations are given in Tables
2, 3, and 4. The various entries in the tables are as follows:
W lB is the average perpendicular energy of the
background H + ions, <l> 0 is the normalized wave potential
amplitude, 0 is defined in (22), W l.o is the minimum initial
ion energy required for stochastic acceleration which II
given by (17), W 1.1 is the energy corresponding to the first
zero of Jv(~)' W l.max is the maximum possible energy gain
by the ions, and op are the pitch angles for ions haviDI
their perpendicular energy equal to W l.max and a parallel
energy of 1 keV.
4.2. Requirement on the Initial Perpendicular
Energy Wl. o

The values of W l.o appearing on Table 2 show that 0+ions can undergo the acceleration process only when ~
initial temperature is about 10 times the ambient t
temperature. Our numerical calculations have shown tba
this condition is too restrictive. We have found that all
appreciable number of 0+ ions undergo acceleration e";
when T(O+) = TH [Singh et al. ; 1981], where 1'(0+) and s
are the initial 0+ and H+ temperatures. For example, ~
acceleration of ions for a wave amplitude +0 = 0.4, KJ.
1. 7 and for initial 0+ temperatures T(O+) = TH and 10 Ta
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's shown in Figures 2a and 2b. The results shown in these

~gures were obtained by numerically solving the equa-

tions of motion of 2000 0+ ions initially having a Maxwellian distribution with temperatures T(O+) (for details
see Singh etal. [1981]). .
Figures 2a and 2b show the perpendicular velocity
distribution functions g( VI) as a function of V1Ia(0+),
where a 2(0+) = 2k B T(0+)IM(0+). From these figures we
note that when T(O+) = T H, the heating results in a tail
forma tion. On the other hand, when T(O+) = 10 T H , the
heating occurs in the bulk. The case with T(O+) = 10 TH
corresponds to a situation where 0+ ions have initial
perpendicular energies of the order of W 10 given in Table
2.
Comparing the distribution functions in Figure 2a at
t== 0 and t = 80 Tc(O+), where Tc(O+) is the 0+ ion cyclotron
period, we note that ions with initial perpendicular
velocities as small as the ion thermal velocity have been
accelerated. This is shown more clearly in Figure 3a by
plotting the contours of the distribution function of the
initial ion-source population which eventually underwent
acceleration. Figure 3b shows a similar plot for the case
when T( O+) = 10 T H. Note that the vertical lines marked
with the values of V 10 are obtained from (17), which determined W 10 given in Table 2. The interesting feature of
Figure 3a is that the ions with velocities smaller than
that determined from (17) can be energized by stochastic
acceleration. From Figures 3a and 3b we infer that the
requirement for 0+ i9ns to undergo acceleration is that
their initial energy W 10 ~ W lB.
Assuming that the initial perpendicular energy of 0+
ions is nearly the same as that of the ambient H+ ions,
Table 2 shows that energization leads to a considerable
enrgy gain by 0+ ions, ranging from a factor of 25 at W lB
=200 eV to a factor of 345 at W lB = 1 eV.
Table 3 shows the information on energization of 0+
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Fig. 3. The initial source population that eventually gets accelerated. The acceleration criterion is chosen so that any particle
with V.1 > 2a(i) is assumed to have undergone acceleration. Note
that the initial Maxwellian has about 4% of such particles. Panel
(a) is for T(O+)ITH = 1; note that there are no accelerated particles
for V.1 < 0.75 a(O+), indicating that almost no particles with
perpendicular velocity less than 0.75 a(O+) were accelerated. The
theoretical limit is V.iO = 1.54 a(O+). Panel (b) is for T(O+)ITH =
10, V.iO = 0.49 a(O+).

ions when Eo = 50 m V1m. The values of the normalized
wave amplitude indicate that in the present situation the
amplitude criterion (23) is satisfied only when W lB ~ 50
eV, implying that stochasticity occurs when the
background ions are relatively colder than that for the
case of Eo = 100 mV/m. Similarly, we note from Table 4
that when the wave amplitude Eo is further reduced the
stochasticity condition is satisfied only when the
background H + ion temperature is also further reduced to
W lB ~ 10 eV. Thus, depending on the electric field wave
amplitude there is a maximum value of average perpendicular energy of the background H + ions below which the
acceleration process becomes stochastic. We call this
maximum WBM'
From Tables 3 and 4, it is easy to verify that when W lB
« W BM , the acceleration leads to W 1max f\J 4>0 4/3, as
predicted from the theory (see (18)). When W lB ~ W BM
the maximum heating is calculated directly from the
threshold criterion (22); it is given by the zeros of the
Bessel function beyond the first zero.
When W lB > W BM , implying that the threshold
criterion is not satisfied even in the first cell of Jv(~)' it is
still possible to accelerate some ions that eventually will
have their Larmor radius corresponding to the first zero
of a Bessel function J n(~)' where n is an integer giving the
cyclotron resonance between the wave and the ions:

:3

VII = w - nQ(i)
kll

2 '

OL-~-L-J~~~~~~~~--~~~

o

2

4

6

8

10

12

V1la (0+)
Fig. 2. Stochastic acceleration of 0 + 'ions is shown for two
values of the initial temperature of 0 + ions: (a) T(O+) = T H ' and

(~ T( O+) = 10TH , The temporal evolution of the acceleration is
~oWn;

T c is the cyclotron period for 0 + ions and g( V.1) is the
rpendicular velocity distribution function.

(24)

We emphasize that when the stochasticity condition d >
1/4 is satisfied, such resonances are not essential for the
acceleration to occur.
We now consider the situation of a UFI event in which
even the heavy ions have their parallel energy as WOo
Using (19) for k l ' (24) can be written in terms of the
parallel energy of the heavy ions.
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TABLE 5. Heating Times for Nonstochastic and Stochastic Cases
at an Altitude of 5000 km
Nonstochastic
n = 19,4>0 = 0.05

W.d W .LB, range

Heating Time, s
7 x 10 5
2 x 10 3

1-2
2-3

60

3-4
4-5

5
3
2

5-6
6-7

Stochastic

Non stochastic
= 14,4>0 = 0.05

4>0=0.4

n

Heating Time, s

-

Heating Time,;-

180
8
1.5
0.5
0.2
0.1

1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5

5-6
6-7
8-9

0.4

(25)

w

where we recall that M(i) is the mass of a heavy ion and
= w/QH' Using the condition that Wo ~ 112 M(i) V11 2, we
find n an integer closest to 12w for 0+ and 2w for He+.
If we assume ~ 1.2, then n = 14 for 0+ ions. However,
we note that there may be several cyclotron resonances
affecting the heavy ions, giving a range of values of n
from 14 to 19 if their parallel velocity distribution function is fairly broad. In Tables 3 and 4 the range of values
of W.1max for W .lB > W BM corresponds to values of n from
14 to 19. The lowest energy is obtained from the first zero
of J 14(C), while the maximum energy corresponds to the
first zero of J I9( C).
The important point to be noted from Tables 3 and 4 is
that even if the stochasticity condition is not satisfied
(W.lB > W BM ), it is possible to accelerate 0+ ions to
perpendicular energies ranging from about 10 to 18 times
W.lB' This energization mechanism is the same as that
suggested by Fredericks et al. [1965] and more recently
by Lysak et al. [1980] with one coherent wave. An interesting consequence of this nonstochastic acceleration is
the generation of 0+ ions with perpendicular velocities
given by

w

(26)
where V.1B is the velocity of H+ ions with an energy W.lB.
Thus, if the background H+ plasma is very hot so that
W.lB > W BM , it is possible to generate 0+ and H+ ions
with nearly equal perpendicular velocities. If such heavy
and light ions flow out of the topside ionosphere to large
distances along the geomagnetic field lines, they may
emerge as ions having nearly equal parallel velocities.
Such a condition has been observed in the distant
magneto tail by Frank et al. [1977] and Hardy et al.
[1977].
To summarize our discussion so far, we emphasize that
if the average perpendicular energy (or equivalently the
. perpendicular temperature) of the background H+ ions
W.lB ~ 20 eV, it is possible to heat 0+ ions to perpendicular energies of the order of keV with electric field
wave amplitUdes in the range observed by the S3-3
satellite at about 5000 km. In the next section, we examine the time taken to realize the extent of the heating
shown in Tables 2-4.

4.3 Temporal Evolution of the Heating

A very important aspect of the energization process ie
the time constant; the question is, how long does it take
to energize the ions to the fullest extent? When the normalized wave amplitudes are sufficiently large to C8U88
stochastic heating, the acceleration proceeds quite rapidly. Karney [1978] demonstrated that when v ~ 30 and"
~ 20, about 75% of the maximum heating occurs in about
10 ion cyclotron periods. This phase of rapid heating ie
followed by a slow heating rate. We have found a similar
temporal behavior of the heating of 0+ ions by an EHC
wave with wave parameters such that a ~ 18 and v = 19.
Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the perpendicular velocity distribution function g(V.1)' Note the
rapid heating from t = 0 to 16 Tc(O+) and then the modifications in g( V.1) with incrf~asing time are very slow. Thus,
when the wave amplitude is sufficiently high, implying
that the threshold criterion d > 114 is satisfied in at least
the first cell of the Bessel function J lI(C), most of the
heating occurs in about the first ten ion-cyclotron
periods. From Tables 2-4 we have already noted that this
is possible for 0+ ions when the normalized wave
amplitude 4>0~ 0.07, or when W.lB ~ W BM .
At an altitude of about 5000 km, the cyclotron period
for 0+ ions is about 0.17 s, giving a heating time for 0+
ions of the order of 2 s. For a parallel energy of 1 keY for
0+ ions, this time scale suggests that in order to realize
the acceleration suggested in Tables 2-4 for 4>0 > 0.07, the
EHe wave should at least occupy a region extending oVfl
about 150 km along the field lines.
When the wave amplitude is smaller than that given by
(23), the heating critically depends on the ion-cyclotron
resonance. The heating time in such cases can be derived
from (2),
W2

tIT c = (l/2n 4><!n)

J

d(W.1)IJn[(2W.1M(i)IMH)1I2]

(27)

WI

where W.1 is the normalized energy, W = W.1IW.LB' [iote
that (27) gives the time to accelerate the ions from Wl to

W2•

Table 5 gives a summary of the heating times for t1fO
wave amplitudes, 4>0 = 0.05 and 0.4; in the former case the
stochasticity condition is not satisfied, while in the la~
case it is. When 4>0 = 0.05, we have evaluated the inteIP-
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TABLE 6. Perpendicular Acceleration of He+ Ions as a Function
of Perpendicular Average Energy of H+ Ions When Eo = 100 mV/m

W.iB' eV

<1>0

Wll,keV

Q

W1max,keV

Qpo(Wo

= 1 keY)

Nons tochas tic
200
150
100
50

0.08
0.093
0.12
0.16

0.32
0.37
0.48
0.64

20
10
1

0.24
0.35
1

0.94
1.4
4

2
1.5
1.0
0.15

0.68-2
0.5 -1.5
0.3 -1
0.16-0.5

125
129
135
144

0.2
0.1
0.01

0.372
0.186
0.05

148
156
167

Stochastic

in (27) numerically, and Table 5 shows results for n = 19
and 14 corresponding to the energy ranges of W.Lmax
given in Tables 3 and 4 for W.LB > W BM . Note the dispar-

ity in the heating times for the stochastic and
nonstochastic situations. It was shown earlier that it
takes about 2 s to realize most of the acceleration under
the stochastic situation. However, Table 5 shows that the
corresponding time under the nonstochastic situation is
about 200 s for n = 14 and about 20 hours for n = 19. The
disparity in the heating times for n = 14 and 19 arises
because of the behavior of the Bessel function for small
arguments; J lI(Z) ~ (eZ/2v)1I, e = 2.7.
Table 5 shows an interesting feature of the heating time
for nonstochastic situations; the differential heating time
reduces drastically with increasing perpendicular energy.
Thus, if the ions have an initial perpendicular energy a
few times W.LB, the heating time is reduced drastically.
For example, when n = 14, the heating time reduces to
about 1 s when the initial energy of the 0+ ions is about
3WlB. Therefore, in order for nonstochastic acceleration
to be effective the 0+ ions must undergo a preaccelera tion.
Pre-acceleration of ions below 5000 km is possible; 0+
ions accelerated to energies of the order of 100 eV have
been reported by Whalen et al. [1978] in the topside
ionosphere and by Klumpar [1979] and Ungstrup et al.
[1979] at about 1400 km. Chang and Coppi [1981] have
shown t hat the 0+ ions can be appreciably energized by
LHR waves excited by electron beams below 5000 km in
the auroral region.
4.4 Pitch Angles

The pitch angles of the ions resulting from the energization process are also given in Tables 2-4, assuming that
the parallel energy of 0+ ions is about 1 keY. Note that,
depending on the value of Eo and on the energy
(~mperature) of the background H+ plasma, a range of
Pitch angles is possible. The conics observed from the
83-3 satellite at altitudes above 5000 km [e.g., see Sharp
et ai., 1977] have their angles of maximum flux falling in
the range shown in Tables 2-4.
5. ENERGIZATIONOFHe+
The important parameters controlling the energization
of He+ ions are

M(He+)/MH = 4

(28)
v=

w/Q(He+) ~ 5

The minimum value of the normalized wave potential
amplitude that satisfies the stochasticity condition is
found to be
<l>min =

+JW.LB ~ 0.22

(29)

Comparing (29) and (23), we note that in order to make the
motion of He+ ions stochastic, a wave amplitude nearly 3
times larger than that for 0+ ions is required.
5.1. Energetics

Table 6 shows the energization of He+ ions by using the
wave parameters for Eo = 100 mV/m shown in Table 1.
Note that only when W.LB ~ W BM ~ 20 eV is the
stochasticity condition (29) satisfied. Correspondingly,
if the value of Eo is reduced to 50 mV/m, W BM ~ 10 eV.
Thus, stochastic acceleration of He+ ions is possible
either for a cold background H + plasma or for large electric field wave amplitude (> 50 mV/m).
Table 6 shows that for ' stochastic cOl1ditions the He+
perpendicular energy gain extends to only a few hundred
eV, while 0+ ions can be energized to several keY for the
same value of Eo. Such differences in the energies of 0+
and He+ ions were recently reported by Lundin et al.
[1982].
When the wave amplitude <1>0 < <l>min' it is still possible
to energize the ions corresponding to the first zero of a
Bessel function J n(~)' where the integer n depends on the
cyclotron resonances, as discussed previously for 0+. The
cyclotron resonant parallel energy of the ion is given by
(25). Assuming that He+ ions have a parallel energy
nearly the same as H+ ions, it can be shown from (25) that
the smallest value of n is an integer close to 2w. However,
depending on the parallel energy distribution of He+ ions,
n may range from 2 to 5. The range of values of W.lmax for
W .LB ~ 50 eV in Table 6 corresponds to the energies of
ions given by the first zeros of J2(~) and J5(~)' We note
that even for nonstochasticity, it is possible for He+ ions
to gain an appreciable perpendicular energy through the
interaction with a coherent ERC wave, if the background
H+ ions are hot or if Eo is relatively small.
The pitch angles of the ions resulting from the acceleration process are given in Table 6, assuming that their
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If we recall from our previous discussion that ERe
waves are excited by the H+ ion beam through a Landau
type resonance w ~ kll VII' it can be easily seen that the
ion beam will not undergo a cyclotron resonance with the
wave. So, it is not likely that H+ ions will gain perpen..
dicular energy from the coherent wave.
To summarize our discussion so far, we emphasize that
the perpendicular energy gain of ions through the interaction with a coherent EHC wave is highly mass dependent;
the heavier the ion, the larger is the energy gain.
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In a recent paper, Temenn et al. [1982] reported observations of 2nd and 3rd harmonics of QH with wave
amplitudes comparable to that of the fundamental.
Under such a situation, harmonics can play an eva
greater role in the acceleration of the heavy ions than the
fundamental itself. Such harmonic waves are characterized by wave frequencies and wave numbers given by
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of the stochastic heating of He+ ions
is shown. The initial temperature of the ions is T(He+) = 0.1 T H •
g( V.1) is the perpendicular velocity distribution function.

where m is the harmonic number. When these wave
parameters are used in the formulas describing the acceleration of 0+ ions, we obtain
a ~ m 2 4>0 M(O+)IMH , v ~ m M(O+)IMH

d-

parallel energy is 1 keY. Note that the pitch angles vary
from 167 0 to 125 0 , depending on the normalized wave
amplitude 4>0.
5.2. Temporal Behavior of the Heating of He+ Ions
Our numerical calculations [Singh et al., 1981] have
shown that when the threshold condition (26) is satisfied,
leading to stochasticity, He+ ions are accelerated very
rapidly. Figure 4 shows an example of the heating of He+
ions for 4>0 = 0.4 and k.1lkn = 6. The temporal evolution of
the tail of the distribution function shows that most of
the heating has occurred within a time interval of about
60 Tc(He+), which is about 1.5 s at an altitude of 5000 km
on auroral field lines.
When the stochasticity condition (29) is not satisfied,
the heating time depends on the ion-cyclotron resonance,
as given by (27). However, we note that for He+ ions the
acceleration occurs very rapidly, unlike that for the heavy
0+ ions. The heating time at an altitude of about 5000 km
turns out to be less than a second for He+ ions.
6. ENERGIZATIONOFH+ IONS
. We find that the stochasticity condition for H + ions is
not satisfied even in the first cell of J 1({) unless the wave
amplitude is excessively large (4)0 ~ 1). Thus, the energization of H+ ions by an EHC wave is limited by the first
zero of J 1({); the maximum energy gain by a cyclotron
resonant ion is
(30)

(31)

rna [~:)J

2 <1>0

IJv(~p, v) 1/~p. vZ 114

(32)

If the wave amplitude is large enough so that JvW can
be replaced by its asymptotic expression, the maximum
energy gain is given by
Emax ~ 3.2(2In)2/3 m 2 +0 4 /3 (M(0+)IMH)5/3 W lB

(33)

Comparing (18) with (33) we note that when k.1rH ~ 1 for
the fundamental, the maximum energy gain scales as ml,
provided that the wave amplitude ~o is nearly the same
for the harmonics. Temerin et al. [1981] reported that, at
times, only the second harmonic was seen with an electric
field wave amplitude of about 20 mV 1m. Such a wave can
energize 0+ ions more than the energies W.1max given in
Table 4 for an EHC wave with the fundamental harmonic
of the hydrogen cyclotron frequency.
8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have shown that preferential acceleration of heaVY
ions occur when such ions interact with an EHC wave.
Under both stochastic and nonstochastic situations, 0+
and He+ ions gain appreciable transverse energy from the
wave. The calculation of the heating time showed that 0+
and He+ ions gain most of their energy in about 2 s for
stochastic acceleration. However, when the stochastici~~
condition is not met, He+ ' ions still undergo a rap~
heating, while 0+ ions take several hours to heat if thelf
initial energy W.1 ~ W lB. But it is interesting to note that
for 0+ ions the stochasticity condition is met at much
lower wave amplitudes (+0 ~ 0.07) than that for the He+
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ions. Consequently, it can be argued that 0+ ions are
preferentially accelerated compared to He+ ions.
We now compare the extent of transverse energization
of 0 + and He+ obtained in this paper with the observations of Collin et al. [1981] and Lundin et al. [1982].
Figure 5 shows the correlation between the average
energies of 0+ and H+ ions in some UFI events, as given
in Figure 4 of Collin et al. [1981]. Note the scatter of the
points above the line W(O+) = W(H+). The additional
energy of 0+ ions above this line is believed to be the
perpendicular energy gained by 0+ from some preferential transverse acceleration mechanism. We suggest that
this mechanism is the interaction of 0+ ions by an EHC
wave excited by the H+ ion'beam in the same UFI event.
Assuming that the UFI events occurred under conditions when the background H+ temperature varied from 1
to 200 eV, we find that the scatter of points in Figure 5
can be accounted for when the electric field wave
amplitude is assumed to beEo ~ 50 mV/m. The dotted line
in Figure 5 is given by W(O+) = W(H+) +W.l max' where
Wlmax is evaluated for W .lB = 200 e V and Eo = 50 m V1m.
For other values of W .lB < 200 eV and Eo < 50 m V1m, the
energy gain W.l max fall below the dotted line. Thus, it
appears that the scatter of points representing the additional energy gain by 0+ ions can be simulated by varying
both W.lB and Eo in a random fashion. The upper bounds
on E o and W.lB seem reasonable from the observational
point of view.
We have made a similar comparison between the data
of Lundin et al. [1982] and our theory for He+ ions. The
results are shown in Figure 6, which is the same as Figure
7 of these authors. We note that the theory using values
of W.lB ~ 200 eV and Eo < 100 mV/m describes fairly well
the additional energization of He+ ions above the energy
of the H + ions.
'
The most significant contribution of this paper is to
demonstrate clearly that with the observed electric field
wave amplitudes Eo of a few tens of mV/m, the preferential acceleration of heavy ions by EHC waves is possible.
For a given value of Eo, the extent of energization critically depends on the average perpendicular energy of the
background H+ ions supporting the wave. This
dependence stems from the fact that the wavelength of
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the waves is determined by the average Larmor radius of
these ions.
Calculations of the heating time showed that typically
0+ and He+ ions are energized in about 2 s at an altitude
of about 5000 km when the wave amplitudes are sufficiently large to create stochasticity in the motion of the
ions. Otherwise, the heating is slow for 0+ ions. The
threshold wave amplitude beyond which fast heating is
possible for 0+ is given by (23). For He+ ions the heating
is fast even in the nonstochastic situation.
Previously, Lysak et al. [1980] and Dusenbery and
Lyons [1981] investigated the acceleration of ions by ioncyclotron waves. In these studies it was shown that a particular ion species can be accelerated by ion-cyclotron
waves supported by the same species. On the other hand,
in this paper preferential accelerations of relatively heavy
ions by EHC waves is shown. Such waves have been
observed from the S3-3 satellite [Kintner et al., 1978,
1979; Temenn etal., 1981].
Another important contrasting feature of our paper
with those of Lysak et al. [1980] and Dusenbery and
Lyons [1981] is that the ion cyclotron resonances are not
crucial for the acceleration of ions when the wave
amplitudes are sufficiently large to cause stochasticity.
This point has been discussed in detail previously by
Singh et al. [1982b]. However, we note that when the
wave amplitudes are small (see (24) and (28)), the acceleration occurs only when the ions have a cyclotron resonance
with the wave. If the wave is excited by an H+ ion beam
through the resonance condition w ~ kll VII' which
appears to be the case above 5000 km in the auroral
plasma, the H + beam ions cannot undergo a cyclotron
resonance with the wave. Thus, these ions cannot gain a
perpendicular energy from the EHC wave.
It is worth pointing out that there is an alternative
mechanism for exciting EHC waves by an H+ ion beam; in
this mechanism the cyclotron modes of the background
and the beam ions interact to cause instability [Weibe~
1970] In such a situation, beam ions are cyclotron resonant, and then part of the beam energy Wo can be converted into its perpendicular energy as determined by
(30), if the excited wave is coherent.
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It should be noted that ion cyclotron waves can also be
excited by an electron current. However, as far as our
work on heavy ions is concerned, the mechanism of excitation of EHe waves is not crucial to the acceleration process, but it may affect the acceleration of protons depending on the coupling processes between the waves and the
protons. The role of the electron current in the excitation
of EHe waves above the altitude of parallel electric fields
is not yet clear.
Finally, we conclude that the interaction of a coherent
EHe wave with ions can give preferential perpendicular
acceleration of heavy ions. The light H+ ion beam excites
the EHe waves (see Figure 1). However, we note that in
order to have detailed one-to-one comparisons of theory
and observations, more detailed observations on the
wave parameters are required.
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